Administrative Nursing Philosophy (Final)

Description
Edit your Nursing Philosophy to specifically include the items listed below. Consider the items covered in all units. Refine what you entered previously.

Directions
Edit the Unit 11 – Nursing Philosophy to include the following.

1. As you have reflected on how the role of nursing administration is changing, conclude your philosophy with specific examples relevant to your setting. How do you think this will change in the next 3 to 5 years?
2. Refer to Unit 9 and your discussions of the future of health care. Incorporate your findings into the administrative philosophy.
3. Consider the effects of social media in the administrative philosophy.

Assignment Requirements

The update should be a 250 to 300 word descriptive entry.

Before finalizing your work, you should:
- be sure to read the Assignment description carefully (as displayed above)
- consult the Grading Rubric (under the Course Home) to make sure you have included everything necessary;
- utilize spelling and grammar check to minimize errors; and
- review APA formatting and citation information.

Your writing assignment should:
- follow the conventions of Standard American English (correct grammar, punctuation, etc.);
- be well ordered, logical, and unified, as well as original and insightful;
- display superior content, organization, style, and mechanics; and
- use APA 6th edition format for organization, style, and crediting sources including:

Complete the final additions and edits to the Unit 11 – Nursing Philosophy posting by 11:59 p.m. ET on the last day of Unit 10.

To view the Grading Rubric for this Assignment, please visit the Grading Rubrics section of the Course Home.